January 24. the second semester at their carriages adjustments of their schedules for semester will be posted Monday, will be excluded from the final examinations.

56 to 22 in their favor. (he foul line and scored four field goals. Linnehan, r.; 0 f) of the first period the count was steadily to the front. At the end final whistle the scoreboard read

56 to 22 in 7 with the visitors on the back court. Willi this all star team in the back court. Barnes made the first basket, scoring two field goals in the second stanza was all Maroon. State was unable to keep up with the fast pace set by the Colgate players. Displaying wonderful passwork and shooting, the visitors dropped the ball through the net time after time. At the half the score held round 56 to 22 in their favor.

Hermon, Barnes, and Mosier played a brilliant game for Colgate. Halfcorn played a hard game at center for State, and T. Cassavant connected six out of eight tries from the foul line and scored four field goals. H. Voit showed up good in the back court, holding Anderson strictly to the iron rods. Lillian Hopper acted as a brilliant usher. Throughout his career to this game he was acclaimed by the most notable men and women, while the passers by in admiration stood and watched. His splendid work as poet and dramatist, although he is still in the thirties, Mr. Drinkwater holds forever position among the dramatists, and is also a leader of the Alumni. Continued on page 4.

CONCERT OF JEWISH MUSIC

In Connection With Extension Courses

The third concert of the series given in connection with the extension course "Immigrant Backgrounds and Homelands," will be given in the College auditorium, Sunday, January 2, at 7:30 P.M. This concert will illustrate the music of the Jewish people.

The concert is arranged by Mr. Charles D. Dickinson, who is the leader and direct contact person for the famous concerts given in New York City for the last five years, under the auspices of the New York Globe, and of which there have been over sixty given up to this date. Mr. Cassell will deliver a lecture on Jewish music.

Maximilian Rose, one of the younger violinists who has come to us from Russia, and who has received in Germany where he was very favorably received, also has a prominent part on the program.

Louise Vermont, well known on the Pacific Coast as a concert violinist, will sing the folk music. Although not a Jewess, she is considered one of the best interpreters of Jewish folk music.

David Sapero will accompany the programs. The programs will be entirely of Jewish music and will present the traditional music of the white people, folk songs, modern Jewish songs, and popular examples of Jewish theater music.

The general admission is 50 cents. Students, however, may get tickets at the Book Store for 25 cents.

DRAMATICS CLASS SCORES SUCCESS

Your Plays Well Received, Directed by Miss Agnes Futterer

Last Saturday night, the Dramatics and Art Association presented the dramas class in four one-act plays. The program was enjoyed by everyone, for the plays were so varied in character that one could not help finding among them one, at least, of his type of play.

"Janie's Drama" was presented first. Lucille Rous, as the sculptor and terror of the Old Ladies' Home, and Esther Craner, as the self-sympathizing pessimist, devised a play of jest yet separate ownership of their room—the only way by which two such temperamentally opposite ladies could live in peace. Helen O'Byrne, as one of the mourners of the house, and Martha Munson, as one of the pessimist's unhappy visitors, did good work in their respective parts.

"A Minuet" was in serious vein. Having been in the public eye for a time, yet rivalizations and published Frenchman and Alphabetic type Frenchwomen of the reign of Terror—a brave and loving heart children—was a track of cold indifference—interpreted their parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and

"The Dear Departed" was the opening number, and Mary Grabh and Margaret Kirby did wonderfully well in their parts as the masters of their respective households, for they ruled their homes as the self-sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and tormenting his aristocratic prisoners—was with the special sympathizing pessimist, interpreted the parts with a wealth of understanding and feeling that was remarkable. Meyer Dobbs, in his part of the revolutionary—screaming at and

JUNIOR CLASS TO HOLD BANQUET

Thursday evening of Prom week will be the Junior Class banquet. The banquet will be held at the Hampton and concluded with the presentation of prizes. Margaret Kirkland, '22, was appointed toast mistress.

LIBRARY NOTICE

The Library will be closed even on the last week of the semester. The Library will be closed even on the last week of the semester.

The Library will be closed even on the last week of the semester.
**SPECIALY SOPHOMORES**

Does '23, lack pep? Sophomores, you are the ones to determine that it is not. Let's do our part to contribute to the student body spirit.

Repeatedly during the term some students and Freshmen have informed me to say emphatically that the Sophomore class lacks spirit. They say that we do not prove our statements by saying that even some Sophomore or Freshmen might agree with them.

When a Sophomore or a member of our sister class says anything about our spirit, they do not say this to detract from it. If they say we need more class spirit, they mean to arouse us to possess more than we have had before us. There are unlimited amounts to the limits of the amount one can have, and these people have so much themselves that they believe everyone should have as much.

Sophomores, it is up to you to show the good that is in you. Let your class spirit shine so that others may see it. Let's attend every class meeting, come and cheer at the basketball games, come to the college activities, and lastly enforce the Freshman rules.

**THE POST-EXAM. JUBILEE**

At this time of the year we have a sickening sensation within us that destroys that middle-week approaching pull off in two weeks time those terrible exams will prove a success. And every one of us will be possessed with an insane frenzy to celebrate.

Other years we have been completely satisfied, and no outlets for "vexations spirits" by going to the "Hall" or by "eating in". In other cases we were usually dissatisfied or uncomfortable for some time. However, this year we are going to have the opportunity to have a real jubilee, and every student in State College may celebrate with every other student in State. This expression of the jubilea is to be divided among the classes, and it is not expected that the affair will result in the bankruptcy of any class. Myhalma has also appointed committees from the class.

The Freshmen have charge of refreshments, the Sophomores have charge of decorations, the Juniors have charge of the entertainment, and the Seniors have charge of the games and entertainment. Each class is to present a stunt, and these stunts are to be the best that have ever been connected with the heads of college students, and each class is to vie with the other classes in putting on the winning stunt. Furthermore, the whole affair is to be conducted as a carnival, and we will all be covered with confetti for once in our lives. An added attraction is the probability of a great deal of "noise".

This jubilee is an experiment as far as State College is concerned, but Past-Exam festivities have been held in many other institutions. We feel sure that February 2nd is going to be such a success that there will be a precedent for future jubilees. Let us all join in making it popular, and没人可参加，也许会很开心。

**IDEALS**

Is there anyone who has not at least one ideal in which he believes? Is it necessary to subscribe to all the ideals which he believes in the pursuit of ideals one must choose ideals worthy of us and perhaps gain it when the opportunity presents itself. We need more class spirit, they have done something meritorious, and we read about that too under the same circumstances.

WHEREIN OUR WONDER CEASETH

It starts out to accomplish? It far more if he had spoken here dent body should be praised for but notice the marked difference. week. He could not have helped occasion to come back again last probably he would have appreciated monious attitude - its enthusiasmedly he appreciated the interest and since we had such a fine speaker to assembly last Friday morning. Gone College spirit shown in student as­boastful, we surely have to be State College stands pat for every­linquished without a sigh. For WHEREIN OUR 1920 College for Teachers, at Albany, Articles, manuscripts, etc. must be put on application to the Vol. V January 20 No. 14 State College flews...
HOME ECONOMICS

The class registered for Household Economics 2 (preparation and service of a meal) gave a chafing dish supper in the house dining room at 6 o'clock, Monday, Jan­uary 17.

Mr. and Mrs. Ritzer had dinner at the house Saturday.

Evening.

How Some Colleges and Houses Have Re^-ed to Mr. Hoover's Appeal for Europe

Teachers College, Columbia University, $8,000; University of Illinois, $7,500; Lawrenceville Academy, $4,500; Ohio Wesleyan University, $3,200; Rutgers College, $6,000; Juniata College, $2,000; Penn State University, $5,800; Colorado Agricultural College, $1,000; College of the City of New York, $3,000; Wesleyan University, $1,000; Daveniker Junior College, $1,000; Holland, Mich., High School, $1,000; University of Bridge­ ton, $1,000; University of Chicago, $800; Columbia University, $5,000; New York State College, $1,500; St. Mary's College, Indiana, $1,000; Women, $4.20 per capita; Princeton Theological Seminary, $1 per capita.

WHO'S WHO?

"Y" HOUSE

Charlotte Benedict, '21, is suffering from an attack of mastoiditis.

Margery Stoddard, '21, and Angela Popp, '22, were ill the past week.

Mary Allen, '23, and Beatrice Hasswell, '23, had bronchitis last week.

Several of the girls entertained at a fudge party Sunday evening. Mary Allen, '23, invited Wilhelmina Lewis, '23, Sunday.

Mary Wood, '23, entertained friends from Chester, Saturday afternoon.

A formal birthday party was held in honor of Laura Ebel, '23, Saturday night.

Harriet Holmes, '21, sustained a sprained wrist during the Christmas vacation.

Leah Howell, '21, recently returned an operation for appendicitis at her home.

Ellen Chase, '21, and Frances Sisson, '22, were Sunday afternoon visitors at the house.

Ellis Rigonard, '22, spent Sunday in Schenectady.

Several of the girls enjoyed a theater party Saturday night.

Lillian Drury, '22, is spending this week at the house of her sister, Gertrude, '21, Almeda Becker, '21, and Beatrice Buchanan, '21, spent last week-end out of town.

Catherine Drury, '22, spent last week-end at her home in Clarksburg.

Pauline Riedel was the guest of Carol Travers, '22, at the house last Friday night.

Saturday afternoon Ela Phil gave an informal tea for her faculty members.

Mary Van Ness, '20, was a week-end guest at the house.

Georgia Koch, '22, spent Saturday with Margaret Meyer, '22.

Elizabeth Stats, Russell Sage, '22, spent the weekend with Helen Van Aken, '22.

Margaret Meyer, '22, entertained the Ela Phil juniors at her home on Delaware avenue recently.

Miss Marion S. Van Vliet and Doris Darcy were dinner guests Friday evening at the house.

Mildred Cummings, '20, and Louise Perry, ex-'21, were recent visitors at the house.

Ela Phil elected the following officers for second semester: President, Esther Cramer, '21; vice-president, Elizabeth Stedweg, '21; corresponding secretary, Florence Stanis, '21; recording secretary, Margaret Meyer, '22; treasurer, Georgia Koch, '22; reporter, Ethel Kendall, '23; marshal, Viola Halvorsen, '21, editor, May Truman, '21; editor-ex ', Mildred Cummings, '20, and Louise Perry ex-'21, were recent visitors at the house Saturday afternoon in honor of the faculty members.

Georgia Koch, '22, spent the week-end at the house.

Mary Carmine, '20, Jane Schumacher, '20, and May Cronin, '20, were week-end guests at the house.

Jane Schumacher, '20, has accepted a position teaching in the Kingston High School.

Several of the girls attended the dinner given by the Newman Club Alumni, Thursday evening.

Margaret Anderson, '20, has accepted a position as teacher of home economics in Schenectady.

Alice O'Connor, '22, and Martha Parry, '22, spent Saturday morning at the settlement house.

Florence Schuster, '22, has been ill for the past few days.

Marion Leutz, '21, spent a few days with the girls.

We are glad to welcome Rose Kershner, '23, as a full fledged member of A & E.

Sadie Ralston, '22, was a guest of Corinne Leiwenger, last week.

Rose Weilitch, '21, entertained the girls at dinner Sunday evening.

Florence Schuster, '22, spent Christmas vacation with her parents in Canton, Ohio.

Dora Garlisco, '22, was the guest of her parents at Gardner, Mass., during the Christmas vacation.

Julia Dobris, '22, spent a week in Albany as the guest of Rose Brokaw, '22.

HOME ECONOMICS COURSES OPEN TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

The elective courses in clothes and foods offered for the first time last semester to students not majoring in Home Economics will be offered again this coming semester. Those courses are:

II. 10. A. The College Girl's Wardrobe—Lecture 9:00 Monday; Room 161, 2 hr. credit. Laboratory hours to be arranged.
11. 11. B. Menu Planning and Service—Lecture 10:00 Tuesday; 2 hr. credit. Home Kitchen and Dining Room Laboratory Hours to be arranged.
11. 12. F. Personality—Lecture Monday 2:30 Room 161; 2 hr. credit.

PHIL.

Mrs. Penar and Miss Wilson were dinner guests at the house Saturday night.

Alice Worthing, '22, spent the week-end at the house.

Dorothy Howard, '21, entertained the guests at Fort Slocum.

Jill Cameron was a luncheon guest Sunday night.

Mrs. Cameron gave an informal dinner party for Miss Helen Spain­ bury. The other guests were Misses Wolcott, Misses Phillips, Miss Scotland, and Miss Kelm.

Dorothy Howard, '21, spent the week-end at Fort Slocum.

Gaynode Lodge, '22, was a luncheon guest at the house Sunday afternoon.

Isabel Peck, '22, stayed at the house Saturday night.

We welcome into full membership: Linnie Clark, '21; Pauline Monroe, '21; Elizabeth Appelgren, '21; Martha Hayley, '21; Mildred Smith, '21.

We extend our sympathy to Miss Benet on the loss of her father, and to Mrs. Wright, '21, on the loss of her mother.

Mr. John D. Stuart, of Cincinnati, Ohio, was a guest of his daughter, Miss Stuart, '21; with Stuart, Sunday.

Mary Gram and Margaret Crane were guests of Pauline George dur­ ing part of Christmas vacation.

Harriet Shilling was made of honor at the wedding of her cousin dur­ing Christmas vacation.

Helen Voelcker, Helen Leary and Delia Hardwell were entertained at dinner by Sylvia Potter, Sunday.

The following officers were elected for the second semester: President, Margaret Crane; vice-president, Helen Goldie; secretary, Marie Gage; treasurer, Pauline George; corresponding secretary, Erma Litteil; stenographic secretary, Marie Person; chaplain, Kath­ erine Stur; critic, Harley Rising; marshals, Delia Hardwell and Twyla Purdy; reporter, Dorothy Baker; some leader, Harriet Rising.

Fortunate, Wasn't It?

At a banquet of churchmen a certain bishop had as his left-hand companion a clergyman who was completely bald. During the course of the meal the held-back visitor dropped his napkin and stopped to pick it up. At this moment the bishop turned his head and, beholding the visitor's pate on a level with his elbow, said: "No, thank you, no melon."
Socket-Fit Shoes for Women

If women wear shoe ordinary discretion, and wear "SOCKET-FIT" flexible arch supporting shoes when they are going to be on hand, feel any length of time, they could, then wear the fancy shoes with pleasure for real dressy occasions.

"SOCKET-FIT" Shoes are made to the boxes of the feet properly and allow no uncomfortable pressure on the nerves.

McAuliff & Gallagher
22-24 Steven St.
Albany, N. Y.

R. P. I. RESERVES DEFEAT THE STATE COLLEGE SCRIBBS

The State Scrubs lost their first game to the R. P. I. reserve team on February 1, 1920, by a score of 34 to 8. The contest was speedily started from finish, but the Purple and Gold second stringers found it impossible to break through the R. P. I. defense, for more than two field baskets. The result was that the Rensselaer team had things their own way, piling up a score of 23 to 3 in the first half.

ALPHA UPSILON PHI CONVENTION

The annual convention of the Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority took place December 25, 26, 27, 28, at the Hotel Astor, New York City. Those present from Eta Chapter were Pauline, Newcomb, Adolph, Hunter, and New State College, the universities of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Colorado, Cornell, Syracuse and New York.

Several affairs were held, including teas, luncheons, dinner dances, letter parties and entertainment parties. Those present from Alpha Chapter were, Lutiah, Newcomb, Adolph, Hunter, and New State College, the universities of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Colorado, Cornell, Syracuse and New York.

COLGATE DEFEATS STATE

Continued from page 1.

JOHN DRINKWATER

Continued from page 1.

the younger generation of English poets. A genius of rare versatility and high eloquence of scholarship, he has written volumes of poems, plays, and critical essays that have won a high place in modern literature.

In addition to being a poet, essayist and dramatist, Mr. Drinkwater is a highly capable actor, having managed the Birmingham Repertory Theatre—one of the most important playhouses in England—for several years. While he is naturally a brilliant speaker, his stage experience gives a distinct charm to his lectures and readings of his own verse. Ever since, all who have heard him speak have been impressed by his wonderful sincerity, forcefulness and ability to sway a large audience.

The price of admission to the public will be one dollar. State College students will be admitted by their blanket tax tickets.

DRAMATIC CLASS

Continued from Page 1.

Margaret Kirthall, on and off to death. Miss Potter and Miss Kirthall were very wonderful in this of itself—and in comparison with the parts they had played earlier in the evening. Mynheer Williams as the old county woman, who loves poetry and its writers, acted her part well, as did Miss Collins in her part of the Irish lass. All who have heard him speak have been impressed by his wonderful sincerity, forcefulness and ability to sway a large audience.

The price of admission to the public will be one dollar. State College students will be admitted by their blanket tax tickets.
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J. B. Lyon Company

General Printers and Publishers
Albany, N. Y.

A Complete Plant for Composition, Electrotyping, Engraving, Presswork, Binding, and Blank Book Manufacturing

ALBANY ART UNION

Distinctive Photography

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR GIFTS AND REMEMBRANCE

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR REPRODUCTION AND BUSINESS USE

Special Rates to Students

48 No. Pearl Street
Phone Main 991

Danker

JOHN T. D. BLACKBURN

We Grow "Say it with Our Own Flowers"

40 and 42 Mulden Lane

THE HAMILTON PRINTING CO.

PRODUCERS OF THE BETTER CLASS OF BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, PUBLICATIONS AND DIRECT BY MAIL ADVERTISING

240 HAMILTON STREET
ALBANY, N. Y.

Papa's Answer

"Pop, what are the silent watches of the night?"

"They are the ones which their owners forgot to wind, son."—Harl- timore American.

So Much Easier

A tourist while traveling in the north of Scotland, far away from anywhere, exclaimed to one of the natives: "Why, what do you do when any of you are ill? You can never get a doctor."

"Yes, sir," replied Sandy, "we've just to do a natural death."

In Love

"Your father is unreasonable." "Why?" asked the dear girl.

"Well, I want to see you more, but you keep a constant watch on me."—Louisville Courier-Journal.